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Direction (Q. No. 1 to 4) : Complete with the correct degree of the adjectives
1.Vinod is ____________ amongst all.
(A) strong

(B) the strongest

(C)stronger than

(D) none of these

2. Altaf is ______________ boy in the class.
(A) careless

(B) the most careless (C) the more careless

(D) none of these

3. Rahul is ___________________ than Sourav.
(A) more intelligent

(B)most intelligent

(C) intelligent

(D) none of these

4.Bangalore has _________________ than Delhi
(A) most rain

(B)more rain

(C) rain

(D) none of these

Direction (Q. No. 5 to 8) Choose the prefix of the following words
5.perfect-_________________
(A) imperfect

(B) unperfect

(C) disperfect

(D) none of these

6. likelyl-_______________
(A) imlikely

(B) unlikely

(C) mislikely

(D)none of these

7. pure-___________
(A) unpure

(B) inimpure

(C) impure

(D) none of these

8. spoilt-____________
(A) imspoilt

(B) unspoilt

(C) disspoilt

(D) none of these

Direction (Q. No. 9-12): Fill in the blanks with the correct singular /plural forms of the words in the
brackets.
A)An (9)______________(orange/oranges) ,few (10)__________________(apple/apples) and some
(11)________________(lemon/lemons) were kept in the fruit (12)___________(basket/baskets).

Direction (Q.No. 13-17): Complete the sentences with the right word from the pair in the brackets.
13.My uncle and aunt celebrated the_______________(berth /birth) of their daughter with a big party.
14.If you ______________(need/knead) the flour I will make rotis.
15.Manohar ______________(knows/nose)the true story.
16.The ______________(plain/plane) took off alittle while.
17.The king sat on a splendid _________(throne/thrown).

Direction (Q.No.18-20)Complete the sentences using the words given in the brackets.
18. After the pilot was signalled the ____________(ascent /assent) of the Air Traffic Control Tower, the
plane began its _____________.(ascent/assent)
19. The __________________ (desert/dessert) of chilled watermelons was the perfect end to the dinner
served at the oasis after Vijay’s long trek through the hot and sandy ___________.(desert/dessert)

20.’You better carry your umbrella today,’ said Mrs Bajaj to Nalini .’
The____________(whether/weather) is going to be very wet today,___________(whether/weather) you
like it or not .’

